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FROM THE EDITOR 
What a wonderful start to the 2018-19 cricket season. After such a cold and windy 
Melbourne winter, Saturday, 6th October was a glorious Spring day and as well 
as I could judge from my appointment to Glen Huntly Park, while the sprinklers 
sprayed high on the Caulfield racecourse, in preparation for a perfect track for 
the Caulfield Guineas on the following weekend, the “track” at Glen Huntly Park 
was best described as a “batting road.” My colleague, recruit Malcolm Wood, and 
I, witnessed 500 runs (off 90 overs) (5/255 followed by 5/245).  
This first day also saw two very significant milestones achieved, with Dan 
Bomford (pictured entering the Albert Ground on the front cover of this issue) 

becoming the third Sexcentenarian of the CV Panel, although in Dan’s case, all his 600 games have 
been Premier (or previously District) matches. I am grateful to his partner for the day, Darrell Holt, 
himself one of the other two panel members in this Sexcentenarian class, for the report on the match, 
although it is obvious from the scorecard that both umpires would have been off the ground 
celebrating Dan’s milestone during the early afternoon. The second significant milestone was the 
400th Premier match for Graeme Lloyd and I commend the report for Law 43 readers, sent to me by 
Graeme, himself.  
Thanks to Damian Herft both for his pictures and his short note introducing readers to the inaugural 
VCAUSA/CV Scholarship awardee, Luke Edwards from whom you can expect to read more as 
Luke’s experiences and the season progress. Also, thanks to more of our new panel members for 
this season, Jessie Hulett, Vijay Kumar Palani, Chris Lanting, Malcolm Wood, Keralavarma Vijay 
Thampuran, Andre Conradie, Usman Mani and Prem Sinha, for sending me their “bios” to introduce 
themselves to Law 43 readers. There remain three more new panel members to be introduced via 
their “bios” so I should hope to receive these in time to publish them in the November issue. 
I am pleased to be able to publish another off-season holiday tale, this one being from John Ward. 
For those of you who have an interest in Australian birds, I suggest you admire not only John’s 
words on his off-season holiday, but the excellent photographs taken by his wife, Fiona, and, in 
particular, her bird photographs. While the reproduction of images in a newsletter such as this, does 
not really do justice the quality of Fiona’s bird images which, according to any expert on such 
matters, must have the “bird’s eye” truly in focus, I have no doubt if any reader would like to have 
any of her bird pictures at a higher resolution, just make contact with John who could surely send 
you the files or give them to you on a memory stick. (My apologies to Fiona if she is doing her 
photography professionally!) 
While we are now aware that the Vics have won the interstate, One-Day (now the JLT) Cup following 
their victory over Tasmania, for the first time since 2010-11, many thanks to Geoff Joshua for 
summarising the involvement of our CV members on the NUP panel, Phil Gillespie, John Ward, 
David Shepard and Geoff, himself, with his “Wrap-Up” of the tournament, up until 5th October, which 
makes interesting reading. Of a similar literary quality is the second “detective report” entitled “The 
Hound of Prahran”, following on the first such unlikely “Sherlock Homes” adventure, published in the 
February, 2018 issue. 
Finally, my thanks to Tony Ventura and Jason Leonard-Scott for their regular columns which, as 
always, both contain very relevant and pertinent information. 

Trevor Finlayson 
----------------------------------------------------- 
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… AND THE VICE-PRESIDENT – “DAD’S PAPER” 

After returning from another winter’s hibernation and pre-season preparation, 
winter classes, SINS and practice matches, before you know it the 2018-19 
season is on its way. Round 1 is done and dusted. What a spectacular weekend 
weather-wise to get the 2018-19 cricket season on its way. May it continue for 
the rest of the season. However, may the farmers who need the rain, get it, and 
we in the metro area just get the sunshine.  
As I write this, our Australian men’s team embarks on a new era (that’s what 
they’re claiming). Let’s be patient and not judge our team just on the 
performance of the Pakistan exchange, on the concrete roads that have been 
served up in the U.A.E. It’s a toss of a coin! There’s a lot to look forward to with 

the upcoming summer itinerary. As usual, it should be a bumper summer ahead. 
I encourage you all to become VCAUSA members. So, get those forms filled in and returned ASAP. 
To kick the season off socially, we have our first social cricket game. This will be held on the 4th 
November, 2018 at Caulfield cricket ground against the Australian Cricket Society (ACS). This game 
will be the first in our quest to retain the Crockett Shield, which will be held during Easter 2019 in 
Melbourne. Those who still enjoy playing, here’s your chance. Make yourself known to any 
committee member or myself. Look out for the match flyer, which will be released soon.  
This will be followed by the Melbourne-Cup-Day BBQ, which will be held at the Carlton Cricket Club 
on the 6th November, 2018. We will be welcoming all the newbies. Partners and children are also 
most welcome, so those who intend to come, please reply to the recent flyer. I hope to see you all 
at these upcoming events. 
Look out for future event dates, which can be found on the back page of Law 43.  
Enough from me for this edition, I wish you all the best of luck for this upcoming season.  

Tony Ventura 
----------------------------------------------------- 

RECENT SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES 
600 games Dan Bomford Round 1 
400 games Graeme Lloyd Round 1 
300 games Alan Britton Round 1 
200 games Allan Dendle Round 1 
150 games Vinnie Borg Round 1 
150 games John Walker Round 2 
100 games Greg Azzopardi Round 1 
100 games Jason Leonard-Scott Round 1 

----------------------------------------------------- 

A QUOTABLE QUOTE 
Courage is rightly esteemed the first of human qualities ... because it is the quality that guarantees 
all others. 

(from The Quotable Winston Churchill - A Collection of Wit and Wisdom ISBN9780-7624-4983-5 
(Running Press, Philadelphia, PA, 2013) p. 57) 
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FROM THE DESK OF THE UMPIRE & COACH EDUCATION 
MANAGER 

Welcome to season 2018/19! Many things have happened since the last ball of 
2017/18 was bowled. 2018 saw the creation of the High Performing Community 
Umpire Pathway. This program was designed to allow for umpires who, for an 
array of reasons, could not commit to the six consecutive weeks for the Winter 
Classes, but otherwise would be interested and qualified to join Premier 
Cricket. I’m pleased to advise that seven applicants successfully completed the 
inaugural HPCUP. I’d like to extend a welcome to: Andre, Andrew, Chris, Mark, 
Prem, Tim and Vijaya Kumar.  
In May and June, the Winter Classes were held at the CitiPower Centre for the 
first time. In all there were 170 umpires registered with over 80 applying for a 

place on the Premier Cricket Panel. The quality of applicants was very high and I’m pleased to 
welcome: Ashfaq Ali, Chaitanya, Eli, Havoovi, Jessie, Josh, Kim, Malcolm, Terry and Vijay Kerala. 
We have also had two umpires transfer across from Premier Cricket in other States/Territories: Mani 
from Cricket ACT and Valli from the WACA. Both Mani and Valli will start in late October/early 
November after their relocation.  
SinS was held over the weekend of 15 & 16 September. Amongst other things, we spoke about: 
Changes to the Premier Cricket Playing Conditions; Personality Styles; The idea of “I am 
Happy” versus “I am Sad”; and Key understandings; (We have complementary skills which make 
us significantly stronger as a group. Find a Mentor; no matter how long you’ve been on the Panel, 
a ‘critical’ friend is very important. Make it someone who will challenge your thinking, not someone 
who thinks the same way as you. LISTEN to what they tell you, especially if you don’t agree, or don’t 
like what they’re saying. LISTEN and be willing to ACT. Take some time to know your partner and 
the group. Get out of your comfort zone and ask the ‘silly’ questions.) The Pillars; (Composure – 
being able to handle the big moments. Character – being able to be trusted on and off the field. 
Being accountable for performance. Professional. Credibility of consistent high performance under 
all conditions over time. Leadership by example – setting high standards for themselves and the 
group. Presence - unobtrusive but visible when required. Courage and commitment – making the 
tough decision when required (good umpires know what to do, great umpires execute the knowledge 
and do what is necessary.) Mentoring: (Lead Mentor appointed to each grade who will oversee the 
process; Grade Mentors ‘report’ to the relevant Lead Mentor; All Mentors meet at 6pm prior to every 
T&D meeting to discuss their observations; Umpire Skills Matrix (under development) - this will act 
as a focus document for all Mentors/Mentees to set match goals.) Social Responsibility; (Each 
T&D session the ‘fines committee’ will present printed copies of all the photos they have found that 
appeared in the media during the previous month. Each umpire will be ‘asked’ to ‘buy’ their photo 
for $2 (to a max on $5 per T&D, per umpire). Mobile phones ringing at T&D meetings will also be a 
$2 fine. All monies to be donated to a charity of the Panel’s choosing at the conclusion of the season.  
Finally, Our Mantras: “We don’t mess up great decisions with poor explanations.” “Good umpires 
know what to do. Great Umpires have the courage to do it.” “The behaviour we ignore is the 
behaviour we approve.”  
Until next Month… See them Well 

Jason Leonard-Scott 
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THE INAUGURAL VCAUSA/CV SCHOLARSHIP 
Following an initial suggestion from the Victorian members of the National Umpires Panel and 
subsequent discussions amongst them, the CV Umpire and Scorer Education Manager, Jason 
Leonard-Scott and the VCAUSA, a scholarship was developed with the intention to provide Cricket 
Victoria Premier Umpire Panel members with early exposure to high performance officiating. The 
scholarship is an award of $500 and it incorporates mentoring by the National Panel Umpires and 
the National and Supplementary Match Referees, exposure to 3rd Umpire briefing sessions and the 
opportunity to participate in Playing Control Team (PCT) sessions for CA games during the season. 
Amongst the list of criteria were membership of the VCAUSA and a minimum of two years in the 
Premier Cricket Umpiring system. A more detailed summary 
of what the scholarship provides can be read on the VCAUSA 
website, http://vcausa.vic.cricket.com.au. 
The recipient of the inaugural scholarship was Luke Edwards 
who was presented with his award at the 2018 Victorian 
Umpires’ “Seminar in September”, held at CitiPower on 

Sunday, 16th September. 
Luke commenced his 
season as the 

VCAUSA/CV 
Scholarship Winner at 
Merv Hughes Oval in the 
Footscray vs Carlton 1st 
XI game in Round 1.  
Luke will write about his 
experiences in upcoming 
Law 43 editions, but we 
asked him for his early 
impressions during 
Round 1. Luke’s 
responses were: 

• “it’s still sinking in” 
• “I have a few improvements in the pipeline” 
• “I’m looking forward to the season ahead”  
The VCAUSA congratulates Luke on his award, and we look 
forward to hearing more from him in the following months. 

Damian Herft 
----------------------------------------------------- 

ANOTHER QUOTABLE QUOTE 
By being so long in the lowest form [at harrow School] I gained and immense advantage over clever 
boys. They all went on to learn Latin and Greek and did splendid things like that. But I was taught 
English. Thus I got into my bones the essential structure of the British sentence – which is a noble 
thing. 

(from The Quotable Winston Churchill - A Collection of Wit and Wisdom ISBN9780-7624-4983-5 
(Running Press, Philadelphia, PA, 2013) p. 36) 

 
(L→R) Phil Gillespie, Luke Edwards, Alan 
McCarthy and Jason Leonard-Scott 

 
Scholarship Certificate 

 
Luke Edwards takes to the field with Bill 
Sheahan at Merv Hughes Oval, 6th 
October, 2018. 

http://vcausa.vic.cricket.com.au/
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DAN BOMFORD –  THE THIRD SEXCENTENARIAN FOR THE CV 
PANEL 

Being appointed to umpire with Dan Bomford in his 600th Premier match on Saturday, 6th October, 
2018, was an honour. The 2nd XI match was Melbourne CC vs Geelong CC at The Albert Ground. 
This warranted some time to reflect on the memories of many past matches we have umpired 
together. 
Remember!  Dan’s 600 milestone arrived at the commencement of his 40th season umpiring 
Premier Cricket. 
The usual trepidation of an unexpected, on-field event occurring in a match is noticeably increased 
when such a significant milestone is involved. 
It is easy to recall our first match together (Ringwood vs St. Kilda, 1981). With some deception, Dan 
out-maneuvered a cagey Ringwood Captain into bowling an extra over. 
We also recall our last match umpiring together, (Prahran vs Kingston, 2016) when a player’s 
regrettable, prolonged misconduct shocked us both. 
I also umpired with Dan in his 500th match, by chance also Melbourne vs Geelong. This match did 
have many peculiar events – ball hitting a helmet, Dan ending a lovely innings on 99 with a “not 

playing a shot” LBW, and a bowler being warned and suspended 
for dangerous bowling in an 
over lasting 13 deliveries. 
But not so his 600th match – 
perfect conditions at The 
Albert, only one wicket fell at 
Dan’s end (bowled), exemplary 
player conduct and spirit of 
cricket from all players.   
However, the attention Dan 
received from the captains and 
both sides, the pre-match, the 
post-match, and the numerous 
Premier Cricket supporters 
recognizing and congratulating 

Dan’s 600th match, was the highlight of a memorable occasion at 
The Albert. 

Darrell Holt 
The Match Scorecard: 
1st Innings – Geelong FOW Bowling O M W R Nb Wd 

M. Reid lbw b Z. Mevissen 15 23 Z. Mevissen 9.0 2 4 31 0 3 
*+J. Rogers b S.E. Griffin 9 36 T. Cesaro 8.0 1 1 37 1 4 
T.A. Jackson c J. Harper b Z. Mevisson 0 34 S.E. Griffin 10.0 3 1 33 1 2 
J. Driver c S.E. Griffin b Z. Mevisson 0 34 A.J. Boyle 10.0 4 2 19 0 0 
C.E. Dahlenburg c J. Harper b Z. Mevisson 72 130 B. Melville 7.0 0 0 17 0 0 
J. Blain c B. Melville b A.J. Boyle 5 54 C.G. Holmes 6.0 0 0 17 0 0 
B.J. Alexander c J. Harper b A.J. Boyle 6 68 
B. Hyde lbw b T. Cesaro 6 88 
D. Moroney not out 13     
E. Robertson not out 17    

 
Umpires Dan Bomford (left) and 
Darrell Holt at the former’s 600th 
Premier match (Photograph courtesy 
Damian Herft) 

 
Dan Bomford prepares for his 600th 
Premier match at The Albert Ground, 6th 
October, 2018. (Photograph courtesy 
Damian Herft) 
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T. Smith dnb    
 Extras  (nb 2, w 9, b 2, lb 2)  15 
   Total   8/158 (cc) 

1st Innings – Melbourne  FOW Bowling O M W R Nb Wd 

*P. Petricola not out 85  T. Smith 3.0 0 0 24 0 2 
+J. Harper not out 64  D. Moroney 7.0 1 0 37 0 0 
C. Anderson dnb   E. Robertson 3.0 0 0 38 2 0 
S. Brewin dnb   J. Blain 2.0 0 0 24 0 1 
A.J.Boyle dnb   B. Hyde 2.0 0 0 13 0 0 
S.E. Griffin dnb   B.J. Alexander 1.3 0 0 18 0 1 
C.G. Holmes dnb    
Z. Mevissen dnb 
B. Melville dnb       *  Captain 
N. Munasinghe dnb       +  Wicketkeeper 
T. Cesaro dnb 

Extras  (nb 2, w 4, b 0, lb 5)  11 
   Total   0/160  

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

400 AND STILL COUNTING – GRAEME LLOYD JOINS THE QUARTERNIARNS 

One could not have asked for a better day to start the season and to celebrate and participate in my 
400th match for CV, Fitzroy-Doncaster vs Essendon 4th XI at Schramms Reserve #2. Thanks to 
Jason, I got to choose the venue and smelt a “statistically minded rat” when my colleague, first 
gamer Chaitanya Rajhansa, announced that he was born in 1992, the year I started with CV. 
Preliminary inspection revealed that the summer couch was 
starting to green up after a dormant winter and the cape 
weeds had been mown flat to give the impression of a near 
perfect outfield, an outfield which was to show that once the 
ball got past the fielder, it was destined for the boundary.  
Time for the toss arrived and along with it the official 
photographer, my wife, Coral. It was her first time on a centre 
square and being an ardent gardener, commented on what 
she considered to be a beautifully prepared pitch, hard, an 
even straw colour and void of any texture, as the grass was 
either rolled in or shaved off. Best description, a road, made 
for batting and promising the bowlers a long hard toil to get 
wickets. This proved to be the case as only eight wickets fell 
for the day. 
FDCC won the toss and not surprisingly elected to bat. 
Having made his second delivery of the day rise awkwardly and cause the batsman some concern, 
the bowler, Matt Crabb, decided to try his luck with another short ball. This time the batsman was 
ready and a sweet sounding pull shot sailed out over mid-wicket, over the fence and into the 
neighbour’s yard, never to be retrieved. We took a second new ball after five deliveries in the first 
over and caused a little grief for the FDCC administration when we requested a third ball to start the 
second innings of the match.   
FDCC looked good at 1-108 going into “happy hour”, the last 15 overs of the innings. Essendon had 
done well to contain the run rate after a brisk start with Lucas Camuncoli conceding just 10 runs and 
taking the only wicket in seven accurate overs. But with wickets in hand, shots can be played and 
risks can be taken. FDCC lost their top scorer, James Chapple, for 40 to the “naked” off-spinner, 
Suraj Thapa, then into the attack comes a “shopper”, a bowler prepared to buy a wicket. I love 

 
Quarternarian, and 4th XI Mentor, Graeme 
Lloyd (left) and “first-gamer”, Chaitanya 
Rajhansa, at Schramms Reserve #2, for the 
former’s 400th Premier Match. 
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“shoppers”. They bowl to take wickets and blow the runs. Harry Moore was his name. He ran in 
further than Doug Bollinger, was the fastest bowler in the match and bowled with variety. His first 
few deliveries were short and drew cross-batted strokes from the striker. However, this minor 
barrage was followed by a fast, fuller delivery that caught the striker across the crease and plumb. 
On two more occasions he beat the bat with pace, another LBW that I could have given from square 
leg where I stood and another that clean bowled the striker. Chances off “change-ups” went begging 
as they fell short or were dropped but finally Harry got his fourth wicket with a slower ball that 
eventually someone caught. This is what cricket is about, batsman versus bowler. “You try to score 
and I try to get you out. Not I’ll bowl off stump and you defend. One of us will eventually make a 
mistake and you will score or get out.” Harry’s six overs cost 35 runs but a wicket every nine balls 
is one hell of a strike rate. Extrapolating, if anyone could give me 10/88 off 15 overs, I am more than 
happy to have him in my team. 
At compulsory closure FDCC were 7/182, a competitive total but was it enough? 
Essendon started the chase. Errant bowling conceded a boundary and three wides before Gelletley 
struck trapping King LBW. Enter Ryan Nankervis to join Darcy Cotter already at the crease. End of 
game. Nankervis played one of the best innings I have seen in 4th XI. Great placement, clean hitting, 
deft running between the wickets. Cotter was the steadying influence, ensuring that Nankervis kept 
his focus by setting small scoring targets and making encouraging comments. After the first 
powerplay, the score was 1/54. A quick calculation and prediction told me that we could be out of 
here in the 31st over if things remained the same. They did. Nankervis reached his century and 
Cotter his half century and on the first ball of the 32nd over, a single off Gelletly sealed the victory. 
In essence, a team of Under-19s had beaten a team of mainly Under-17s on a pitch that offered 
bowlers nowt. 
Only one wicket fell at my end, so I had to make do with calling a few wides and no balls. I answered 
just two appeals, both half-hearted and not worth the effort. 
After a debrief with Chaitanya who did a great job for a first-game effort, it was into the car and 
home. The Brut was chilling in the fridge and our favourite Chinese take-away was open. What could 
be better?  
Driving home one reflects on what it all means. I have never risen to great heights, but I have been 
privileged to umpire many players on their way to the top. Aaron Finch, Peter Siddle, Cameron 
White, Michael Beer and Rob Quiney all rose to the Test arena and got a game of cricket on a 
Saturday because I turned up. I had the privilege of sharing the playing space with retired players 
of the calibre of Dean Jones, Shaun Graf, Jim Higgs, Mick Taylor, Jeff Moss, Julian Weiner and 
Brendan McArdle. Even well past their primes, their skill level and knowledge of the game was 
invaluable to young players and it was fascinating to listen to their tactical advice to the youngsters 
in their charge.  
Most importantly, I have seen new umpires start their careers in 4th XI, and hopefully with the benefit 
of some guidance from myself and other experienced umpires at this level, they have been able to 
make their way to Premier Firsts and beyond. That’s the satisfaction in the role. It is a privilege to 
be part of it. Thanks to all my colleagues over the years for the camaraderie and support. Hopefully 
there is a season or two left in the old dog yet.   

Graeme Lloyd 
----------------------------------------------------- 
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MEET MORE NEW PANEL MEMBERS 

Jessie Hulett:  I have absolutely loved this sport since I was a little girl, 
the way batters were able to hit the ball at such great power, and the 
fascinating bowling actions of fast bowlers. I’ve always had a strong 
passion for this game and even though I do favour one dayer’s instead 
of T20’s, I admire every aspect of it.  
I’ve been playing this game ever since I started milo cricket around age 
6-8, and finally have been able to cement my role as opening bowler in 
the women’s premier two’s side at Plenty Valley Cricket Club, and have 
a couple of spells in the women’s premier one’s side.  

I enjoy the umpire’s reactions whenever they see me bowl with my slinging action and finally have 
the opportunity to stand in their position. I decided to become an umpire to understand a different 
side of the game and learn more about the rules. My dad was the one who encouraged me to join 
his local cricket club and my love for the game grew. It always shocked me seeing how little girls 
and women were involved in the game. By becoming a grass-roots umpire I hope I can encourage 
more young girls to enjoy the game and hopefully continue with it in their adult years.  
Cricket is not the only sport I play unfortunately, I also play football for St Mary’s and recently made 
it into the Youth Girls’ Team of the Year and will continue to play football until my surgeon says not 
to. 
My ultimate dream career would be to represent my country in the Southern Stars and play cricket 
for a living. 

------------------------------------------------------ 
Vijay Kumar Palani:  My friends call me “Vijay.” I was a divisional cricket player 
when I was young. During that time, I had thought to do umpiring in cricket but could 
not get opportunities. I continued playing cricket after I emigrated to Australia at 
which time I was single. After a couple of years, I got married after which I could not 
continue to play cricket and to practise on account of my family situation, so I 
stopped playing. 
One day my wife said, “Don’t waste your cricket knowledge. Do something on the 
cricket field.” So, I decided to take up umpiring.  
I saw an advertisement in the paper regarding an umpiring job in the West 
Gippsland Umpiring Association. This Association has molded me a lot in order to 

do a good job in cricket umpiring, professionally. I have completed the umpiring accreditation and have attended 
winter coaching classes. These classes encouraged me to do further good umpiring. Having been accepted on 
to the Cricket Victoria Premier Panel, I have no doubt this is a great opportunity for me to learn and to update 
my knowledge and umpiring techniques. 
I was born in India on 2nd April, 1977. I have a great family, my wife, Nirmala, son, Sushant and daughter, 
Ganishka. We live in Cranbourne East. 
I have been umpiring in the West Gippsland Cricket Association for the past seven to eight years and have also 
completed four years umpiring for the Victorian Sunday Cricket Association and two years in Mid-year (Winter) 
Cricket. In all of these competitions I have umpired grand-final matches.  

---------------------------------------------------- 
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Chris Lanting:  I’m what many would describe as a sports tragic!  Cricket, AFL, 
Golf and Lawn Bowls - I love it all! I played my cricket and football at Somerville 
on the Mornington Peninsula (300 odd games of footy and 100 odd games of 
cricket). Played across all levels and grades, and even won a Second’s cricket 
premiership at age 40! Played competitively in cricket until I was 42, when my 
body decided it was time to call quits. My love of the game of cricket, and 
possibly my love for umpiring to matches on the TV, saw me start thinking about 
moving across to umpiring.  
In my first year of umpiring (which was a half year), I umpired a lower level 
Grand Final. By the second year, I umpired the Sub-District Grand Final. In my 
third year, I received the top honour, winning the Bill Foley Medal for the leading 

umpire in the MPCUA, and also umpired the Provincial First Grand Final.  
When I’m not cheering on the bombers, the Aussie cricketers or watching any other sports, I’m a 
busy father to three actively sporty kids, Jack 14, Alexander 12 and Mollie 9. All three play football 
and basketball, and both boys played cricket last summer (and won Grand Finals). Nothing makes 
me prouder than being with my wife Beck, and watching our three kids participate in their sporting 
activities. I’ve also had my turn at coaching their various sports, which was fantastic!  
I am super-excited to have been given the opportunity to step outside my comfort zone and develop 
my umpiring skills with the Premier League. Looking forward to getting started! 

---------------------------------------------------- 
Malcolm Wood: I’m probably echoing a lot of the group here by saying that 
Cricket has been a part of my life for as long as I can remember. From the days 
of “Not being able to get out first ball” at Primary School to playing games of 
cricket in India for the Australian Defence Force, I cannot think of a year where 
cricket hasn’t played a huge part of the summer.  
Four years back I hung up the gear and called my playing days over after having 
one too many issues with my bowling action. With my playing days over, I sort a 
way to stay around the game and found the VSDCA, where I became a keen 
student of Paul Jenson and a load of great people. After spending one year with 
this association, I aspired to get closer to the Cricket Victoria rules and game, so 
I made a decision to join Cricket Southern Bayside, where I spent last season 

and was privileged enough to umpire the First’s GF. My umpiring goal over the last two years has 
been to be accepted to join the Premier Cricket Panel, and I want to say how proud I am to have 
achieved that. I still feel just as excited the Friday night before a game as I did when I was playing. 
I love everything about what we do, I love being around the game and I love the role that we play in 
it.   
But some quick background on me, I served 11 years as an Officer in the Australian Defence Force. 
This was an amazing experience that saw me travel not only right across our country, but far and 
wide abroad as well. From having never travelled overseas in my life at the age of 18, I grew up 
quite quickly with visits to Bangkok and Mumbai where I still wonder how I survived those nights! I 
don’t want to take up too much room in Law 43, so I’ll save some of the stories for later. Anyway, I 
left all that 10 years ago and have watched the waist line get wider as a sit behind a desk in the 
CBD, living the corporate life. But I am enjoying the luxury of a comfy bed each night and a glass of 
wine, and not missing an over of watching the Aussies play on TV. 
I’m really looking forward to this season, playing my role on the panel and learning as much as I 
can. Again, I am really proud to be a part of the Premier Cricket Panel.  

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Keralavarma Vijay Thampuran:  Growing up in a small and historic cricket town, 
Tripunithura, in the outskirts of City of Cochin (Kochi), in the Football (Soccer) 
crazy state of Kerala (in India), I was introduced into Cricket at a very young age. 
It is said that the world’s first limited-overs, One-Day tournament (All India Pooja 
Knockout) was held (still held annually) at Palace Oval, Tripunithura in 1951. I 
was lucky to be guided and mentored by former first-class cricketers who instilled 
ethics and dignity of the game in me. I was a top-order batsman in my school and 
college days but took on additional responsibility of wicket-keeping while playing 
for college.  

In Grade 12, I captained my school cricket team and we won All Kerala Inter-School Swantons Cup 
Cricket Tournament, which I consider to be my greatest achievement yet, in cricket. The captain of 
the opposite team in the final, Tinu Yohanan, went on to become the first player from Kerala to play 
Test Cricket for India in 2001. 
I started umpiring during my college days and umpired in my district and in Sunday Leagues in 
Parammatta and Sydney, during the 2014 - 2015 season. 
Apart from cricket, I work as a Scrum Master, Information Services at Bupa ANZ. I am married to 
Sheena, and we love travelling and exploring places. I’m a Liverpool supporter, but follow almost all 
sports around the world.  
I am very excited to be a Premier Cricket Umpire, and look forward to becoming a valuable member 
of the team for many years. 

---------------------------------------------------- 
Andre Conradie:  Originally from Cape Town, South Africa, I moved to 
Australia in 2003, living for two years on the Gold Coast whilst I completed 
my Bachelor of Business degree at Griffith University. I played cricket in 
Cape Town and had the privilege of playing with Jacques Kallis when he 
was a budding, 16-year-old cricketer. I never reached the giddy heights he 
achieved but still played at a reasonable level. During my cricket career we 
were short of umpires and I volunteered and I guess my passion grew 
during those informative years because as an umpire you get a great view 

of all the action on the field. 
After migrating south from the Gold Coast to Geelong where I have heaps of family, I re-connected 
with my passion of umpiring and joined the ranks of the Geelong Cricket Umpires’ Association under 
the guidance of Bill Sheahan. I had the privilege of officiating in four Division One Firsts’ Grand 
Finals and three Division One Firsts’ 20/20 Grand Finals as well as numerous other Grand Finals. I 
have also officiated in a game between a Sri Lankan Under-19 World Cup team and a combined 
Victorian representative team. I also officiated in the Under-14 and Under-16 Dowling Victorian State 
Championships week and a televised game where Shane Warne and Mervyn Hughes participated 
with Michael Slater providing commentary on Channel 9 out at Lethbridge.    
I have been happily married to Debra and have two children, Dane and Chandre, and unfortunately 
the children have no interest in cricket and the wife also had no interest when we were courting but 
she now accompanies me when I umpire as well as going to international and domestic cricket. 
A by note about my wife - as I indicated earlier, when we were courting, she had no interest or idea 
about cricket. When she and her sister went to a game with me for the first time and my team was 
fielding at the time, at the fall of the first wicket as we were congregating to congratulate the bowler 
she said to her sister that the game has ended as they are coming together to leave the field, not 
knowing that there was another six hours to go! 
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Usman Mani:  It was a typical bright Canberra summer day and I was officiating 
a Cricket Australia’s Under-15s National Championship game a few months into 
my first year of umpiring, when I noticed a kid constantly running around all over 
the field, rambling in every bowler’s and fielder’s ears about how to get the 
batsman out. I realised that I used to be that kid when I was of that age, and 
that’s when it hit me that being in the field makes me the happiest. I have never 
felt that sure about anything else in my life to this date. Until then, umpiring was 
just a hobby that I picked to get my mind off from the stresses of job searching 
after finishing my Master of Professional Accounting from the University of 
Canberra. From that moment onwards, it was clear to me that I’d be umpiring 
for a very, very long time. Further encouragement came as my elevation to 2nd 
Grade of Premier Cricket in my first year, Best First Year Umpire Award at the 

conclusion of the 2016/17 season and 1st Grade debut in my second season, with a number of 
important games including season finals in both seasons and a practice game between ACT Comets 
and Hongkong earlier this year. 
If you have grown up in 1990s and early 2000s in Pakistan, you hardly had a choice but to love this 
sport. My most common early-childhood punishment was that my father used to make me sit in front 
of the TV and watch Test cricket. Although it’s a treat now but at that time it sure felt like a 
punishment. So that’s how I developed the passion for the game and regularly started participating 
in school, college and club cricket back in the South Punjab part of the country as a left-handed 
opener and a part time right-arm medium pacer. After finishing college, I realised I wasn’t even the 
best in any of the 11s I played in, so decided to say good bye to my playing days, took a conventional 
route and went to a prestigious institute in Lahore to get a degree in Business Administration with 
majors in finance and banking. In July 2012, I flew to the Australian Capital for higher studies, after 
gaining a couple of years of post-grad professional experience in industry in Lahore, incidentally felt 
accepted and fell in love with the country, and decided to settle down here for life, rest of it anyway. 
I have been an active member of the cricket umpiring community in Canberra since I took that face-
to-face course with Andrew Crozier (who’ll always be my first teacher of the craft) and was among 
the office bearers of the council for the 2017-18 season. The council is full of skilled and learned 
individuals who have always been approachable and available for a piece of advice and taught me 
well. I cannot thank all of them enough, especially Terry Keel and Peter McCann who have acted 
as mentoring figures for me, for always being so kind to a person who has constantly been bugging 
them with his questions and ideas. To my benefit, being active in the council earned me a seat on 
a dinner table last year with Simon Taufel, a personal favourite of mine and of most of the umpires 
I have stood with, who shared a lot of stories with me involving Pakistani players and umpires, and 
I, in return, shared my personal Waugh brothers’ story, including Steve Waugh saying to me, ”Now 
you’ve got a photo with the better brother”. I count that dinner as a highlight of my life’s journey. 
Melbourne has been in every Pakistani’s heart as a special city since the current Prime Minister, 
Imran Khan, lifted the World Cup for the country at MCG in 1992. I was only seven years old at the 
time and it is one of the earliest cricketing memories of my life when my father showed me the 
newspaper headline, “We rule the world” with IK’s picture with the cup. That’s why, when my 
company offered me a Property Accountant role in Melbourne, I didn’t need to think twice and 
latched on to it. I have high expectations from the sporting capital of Australia and I am sure that my 
romance, that began from the country’s capital, is only going to grow here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Prem Sinha:  Though I come from a country where Cricket is a religion, I have 
never been a fanatic lover of the game. But I have played the game with interest 
and some skill. In Melbourne I played for Knox Gardens in the Ferntree Gully 
league and helped the team win the flag. The following year we had the good 
fortune of having Graham Yallop as coach, but I had to leave for overseas to 
work. 
When I returned, I had a few heart-related issues so I decided to get back to 
Cricket by umpiring. I have done this for the last 20 years with the Box Hill 
Reporter Cricket Association. This year, I threw my hat in the ring for Premier 
Cricket, mainly to learn from the best. Hopefully, this will give me greater 
satisfaction along with an opportunity to make new friends. 
Though I retired from the Australian Taxation Office about four years back, I 
lead a very busy life; juggling my time between grandchildren, Cricket umpiring, 
Customer service during major events at the MCG, social service as a 

committee member for a senior citizens’ association, treasurer’s duties for the BHRDCUA, weekly 
Bridge games and looking after my interests in India. Fortunately, I have been married to Ragini for 
the last 43 years. Apart from suffering me for so many years, she has provided the support that 
helps me get through my days with relative ease! 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THE HOUND OF PRAHRAN (WITH APOLOGIES TO SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE 
AND PAUL WELLBOURN) 

It was early October in the year 2018 and the sun was shining 
after a terrible winter in Australia’s southern colonies. The wind 
and cold were replaced by sunny skies above Prahran’s ancient 
duelling ground. The Saints of Kilda wore gaudy yellow flannels 
as the blue men of Prahran tried to better them in a game of 
“cricket”. Little did they know that a once pleasant pastime was 
about to become the most horrible experience of their lives. The 
arbiters of law in this narrative were none other than the 
inestimable Sherlock Holmes and his erstwhile and brave 

companion, Dr John Watson. 
As the Saints of Kilda ran, dived and dirtied themselves chasing a 156 gram piece of leather with 
disdain, a fiend was hatching a dastardly plot. The blue men of Prahran were gaining the 
ascendancy and needed no help, but the fiend had other ideas. 
As Holmes and Watson paused after counting to six, 
Watson turned to Holmes strangely and exclaimed in 
horror, “I have just seen the footprints of a gigantic 
hound!” Holmes looked at him incredulously retorting, 
“Don’t be foolish, Watson, there are high fences all 
around us, no hound could enter here, we are perfectly 
safe.” Watson, ever the rational soldier and keen 
observer was not put off, “There it is Holmes, it is gigantic, 
look at those teeth!” 
Holmes turned and saw what could only be described as 
the largest canine he had ever seen, larger than an  

(cont’d on page 18) 
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ANOTHER OFF-SEASON HOLIDAY TALE – THE WARDS GO BIRD 
WATCHING 

In August my wife, Fiona, and I visited the Mallee region of Victoria. 
To break up the trip, we stayed at the Grampians National Park for five nights. We revisited a series 
of hikes we did nearly 30 years ago and were very pleased we were still able to complete them albeit 

a little more slowly. Fair to say our heads hit the pillow a little 
more quickly though. 
On the way from the Grampians township of Halls Gap to the 
Mallee town of Ouyen, we stopped and enjoyed the various 
silo art installations (pictured). These former wheat silos 
provide a canvas for amazing portraits. The size and scale 
are very impressive. 
Fiona is a keen bird 
photographer and one of the 
reasons for the trip was to see 
and photograph the iconic 
and elusive Mallee Fowl. This 

unique Australian bird incubates its eggs in a mound of compost, 
similar to a Crocodile. The parent birds maintain the temperature of 
the mound by adding or removing leaf litter. When the chicks hatch 
and emerge, they are self-sufficient and go their own way. We weren’t disappointed as we saw five, 
including two breeding pairs. 

Other birds Fiona snapped included Major Mitchell Cockatoo, Quail 
Thrush (quite rare and reminds me of a Road Runner), Red Capped 
Robin, Regents Parrot, Yellow Rosella and Little Eagle, to name a 
few. 
While there we went on a Four-
Wheel Drive through the Big 
Desert. This trip also incorporated 
what is known as The Pink Lakes 
(pictured). Walking on these 

crusty salt pans feels as if you are on thin ice and could break 
through at any step. The get their distinctive pink hue from the 
algae that thrives in this environment. 
We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Cheers, 

John Ward 
------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 

more quickly 
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A “WRAP-UP” OF THE JLT CUP 
On this early October day in Melbourne (Friday 5th), I pen this wrap-up of my JLT Cup experience, 
knowing that all my Victorian Premier counterparts are gearing up for their season's first match 
tomorrow. Yes, our first domestic competition is all but over already. 
I watched the first week of the JLT Cup on Fox Sports (great having domestic cricket back on 
the TV), observing our Victorian counterparts, Phil and John, in action from Perth. As I flew to 
Sydney on the morning of the Second AFL Preliminary Final, and then headed straight out to North 
Sydney Oval for our venue inspection, and pre-match meeting, I was feeling for my mate, John 
Ward. Wardy was officiating today at the WACA, whilst his beloved Demons were in a massive 
preliminary final on the other side of the river, and where every other Demons’ supporter had the 
choice of watching from home or taking out a second mortgage to get there, thanks to the generosity 
(or lack thereof) from the airlines. 
On the Sunday morning however, it was our turn. Accompanied by Simon Lightbody, and Sam 
Nogjaski in the box, we were at North Sydney Oval for the NSW vs "The Victorian Men's Cricket 
Team" clash. The weather was sunny and a little cool, however the players believed that the pitch 
was a little too moist for their liking, and Victoria were upset that they lost the toss and had to bat. 
Even more concern to follow, when Seb Gotch spooned the first ball of the match gently to mid-on. 
However, a brilliant attacking century by veteran Cam White, supported by captain Peter 
Handscombe and others, gave the team formally known as the Bushrangers, a very healthy score 
of 327 all out in the 50th over. By half way through, you could tell that the pitch had settled down 
into a beautiful batting wicket. 
Whilst the score was within the reach of NSW throughout, they lost wickets at various intervals, and 
were dismissed for 261 after 42 overs. 
Some things from an umpiring point of view were: 
• Over rates were excellent for both teams, and were well led by their respective captains, as was 

their behaviour. 
• Several players were spoken to about running in the protected area when bowling, and one when 

batting. Sean Abbott received an official first warning whilst he was bowling. Ben Dwarshius also 
bowled two no balls for hitting the non-striker’s stumps during delivery. 

• A swarm of bees delayed the start of the second innings for four minutes, sending players diving 
to the ground for a short time. They then took a liking to the fence down at fine leg and stayed 
there for the remainder of the match. Luckily, I was at the other end, and was just able to watch 
them from afar. 

A day off in Sydney followed, and then back down to Melbourne on Tuesday, for the venue 
inspection meeting at the CitiPower Centre, prior to our next match, WA vs Victoria. This match was 
also to be umpired by Simon Lightbody and myself, but this time with our Victorian Colleague, Phil 
Gillespie, as third umpire, and another familiar face to us all, Bob Parry, as the referee. The following 
is an extract from the paving stones which I sent to the rest of the CA umpiring group, which indicates 
how enjoyable the day was. It also is an example of how paving stones can assist colleagues with 
their preparation, either at a venue, or when umpiring teams or players. 
• Everything about this venue is excellent. Approached by Matt (venue manager and head caterer) 

as we were driving in, asking us how we would like our coffee as well as offering us a cooked 
breakfast, and the service kept getting better from there. 

• Umpires’ rooms were newly designed for us, with a similar set-up to that at the MCG, with a private 
dining room, directly outside the umpires’ changing room. Secure, and fully equipped with a dining 
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table and chairs, a table for radios, balls and paperwork, and a fridge. Quite well arranged and 
will be the new set-up from now on. 

• Over rates excellent for both teams - no issues. 
• Behaviour excellent from both teams. 
• Several players given friendlies for protected area - Coleman (once when round the wicket), 

Green and Agar (two each). Green also had a no ball (front foot). 
• Abrasive surface meant both teams tried to soften up the ball using the square, however both 

teams responded to our advice, and improved significantly throughout the innings. 
• Radios struggled when umpires were in the rooms (a lot of concrete around), however as soon 

as we were on the field, they were fine. 
WA bowled Victoria out for 200, which was not even close to being enough on a flat wicket. They 
then made light work of the chase and completed it inside 29 overs. 
On to Sunday, the day after the AFL Grand Final, and I was the third umpire in the Vic vs SA match 
at CitiPower, with my on-field colleagues being John Ward, and David Shepard, who was making 
his List A debut. The officiating team was an all Victorian one, with the referee being former CV 
Umpire Manager, Bob Stratford. Of course, David had already umpired a first-class match last 
season and has previously played at this level. However, the pre-match presentation by his former 
Victorian and Club Team-mate, and current CA Cricket Operations Manager, Peter Roach, was still 
a special moment, and one which I was honoured to be a part of. Well done Shep! 
The match itself went along very smoothly from an officiating point of view. Shep and Wardy both 
performed excellently, and as such, the post-match meeting with the captains, and our subsequent 
de-brief, was the quickest one I had ever seen. This was very much appreciated by me, as I wanted 
to make a quick getaway, to go home and watch my beloved Melbourne Storm in the NRL Grand 
Final, which my family had travelled up to Sydney to watch, leaving me in Melbourne. In hindsight, 
thank goodness I wasn’t able to go!! 
My final appointment, in the JLT series, was again as third umpire, and again involved Victoria, 
this time in their Qualifying Final against NSW at Drummoyne Oval on Thursday 4th October. I 
travelled to Sydney on Wednesday 3rd and it started raining the moment I arrived. Knowing that 
the 3rd umpire can be crucial in quickly providing calculation updates in a rain-reduced match, I 
ensured I prepared as best I could, by calculating and documenting the potential timings of every 
reduced over, right up to the time that there would be no match, and the effects of the power plays 
and bowling restrictions for these scenario’s. Notably, 7:04 pm was the latest time we could start, 
which would have enabled a 15-over-per-side game. As we left for the match on game day, the rain 
had stopped, and leading up to match time, it seemed like we would start on time. However, the 
rain started again, and did not stop at all, leading to the match being abandoned at 6.45, when it 
was no longer possible to get a start by 7:04.  A disappointing day for all, however still a very 
enjoyable start to the season. 
I hope you have all seen them well in your first matches, and good luck this weekend. Cheers. 

Geoff Joshua 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(Postscript:  It is appropriate to remind readers of the impressive wins by the Victorians in the JLT Semi-Final and Final, 
defeating WA at CitiPower on Sunday, 7th October, by 63 runs (Vics 332, WA 269) and Tasmania, also at CitiPower on 
Wednesday, 10th October, by 110 runs (Vics 274, Tas 164). 

Ed.) 
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MACCA’S BOOK REVIEW 
Monuments Men – Robert M. Edsel (Arrow Books, London, 2010) ISBN 978 1 84809 103 0 
Having enjoyed the film, I was intrigued to read the book it was based on. Many of the characters 
and situations described were familiar but the real circumstances and what they achieved was even 
more extraordinary than depicted in the film.   
The reality is that over 350 men and women were recruited between 1943 and 1951 by 13 countries 
of the Western Allies to initially protect large structures such as churches, museums and monuments 
by mitigating combat damage and looting by liberating troops. When it was realised that the Nazi 
elite were systematically plundering every occupied country of their art and historical treasure the 
mission of the Monuments, Fina Arts and Archives Section (MFAA) changed to one of tracing, 
recovering and returning to their rightful owners the stolen items. 
Just weeks after the attack on Pearl Harbour brought America into the war, museum directors met 
in New York to discuss the protection of their collections while remaining open and accessible to the 
public. George Stout was a conservator at Harvard’s Fogg Art Museum with expertise in restoring 
damaged paintings. He was a veteran of World War I and had been studying how European 
countries were protecting their priceless art works from bomb damage. In mid-1942 he proposed 
the establishment of a corps of specialist art conservators able to enter areas recently liberated to 
protect and rehabilitate “churches, shrines, statues, pictures” which epitomised the cultural heritage 
of the people of those countries and western civilisation. 
Frustrated with the US government’s slowness to act on his suggestion, Stout joined the US Navy 
in January, 1943 and was testing aircraft camouflage patterns while one British artillery officer in 
North Africa was trying to protect the ancient Roman ruins in Libya at Leptis Magna. Two years 
earlier Britain had been falsely accused by the Axis powers of desecrating historical sites as they 
fought back and forth across Cyrenaica. This officer was an archeologist at the London Museum 
and recognising the importance of preserving history, reported to the British War Office about the 
efforts made to protect Leptis Magna. US President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Churchill 
met at Casablanca in the same month and established the MFAA for the invasion of Sicily – with 
one American officer with no staff, authority, transport or supplies – and no expertise in Italian art or 
history. 
Meanwhile, Hermann Goering and an entire department were systematically stripping European 
families, homes, museums and churches of anything of value – from the statue of the Bruges 
Madonna by Michelangelo and Vermeer’s painting The Astronomer (which was Hitler’s favourite), 
to pots, pans and tea sets. All under the watchful gaze of an unassuming French museum staffer 
named Rose Valland – who recorded everything as it passed through Paris. 

Alan McCarthy 
----------------------------------------------------- 

THE HOUND OF PRAHRAN (WITH APOLOGIES TO SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE AND PAUL 
WELLBOURN) (CONT’D FROM P 14) 

Alsatian but smaller than a pony. He stood in awe of the giant beast. Watson felt for his revolver and 
remembered that he had left it in his other trousers, hanging on a hook in a room that smelt of 
sawdust and petrol. Holmes, thinking quickly, turned to Watson and said, “We need a distraction, 
something or someone brave enough to draw the hound away from us.” At that moment one of the 
Saints of Kilda ran in front of the famous detective and his faithful companion. “I will protect you!” he 
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shouted as he ran to and fro, in a random pattern, drawing off the enormous hound that was growling 
and gnashing its teeth in excitement. The hound bounded after him and was frantically gaining in its 
effort to assuage its hunger.  
Just then, another Saint of Kilda rose from the sandy surrounds and ran across the path of the 
hound. “Chase me instead” he called. ‘Brave but foolish’, thought Holmes, looking for an implement 
with which to defend himself. Then another, and another and another Saint came to the rescue of 
Holmes and Watson. 

“Such bravery!” thought Watson, remembering his travails against 
the enemy in such far-flung places as Frankston, Geelong and the 
Crimea. Holmes had other thoughts. “Where is the owner?” he 
mused. He must be close, close enough to control the movements 
of the animal but not close enough to be seen directing its attacks. 
“Who could be the intended victim and what motive could they 
have?” pondered Holmes. Was the intended victim Holmes, 
Watson, one of the Saints or, more dastardly, one of the two blues 
of Prahran who had been doing so well? Was the motive financial, 
revenge, hatred or the most baffling of all, love? 
After the passing of an eternity, but, in reality was only 12 minutes, 
the hound saw its master. It stopped, turned and bounded towards 

a lone figure standing quietly on the steps of the pavilion. The tall man, wearing a jacket in the 
sunshine, raised his hand whilst holding a black leash. The hound, recognising its master, ran 
towards the arena’s only exit. The man gave Holmes a malevolent look. Holmes had an epiphany. 
“Elementary, my dear Watson,” said Holmes, “I know the perpetrator, we were the targets – that 
man is the Napoleon of crime, the organiser of evil, a genius, a philosopher, an abstract thinker, he 
sits motionless, a spider in a web that knows all – Professor James Moriarty – only he could give 
orders to a dog!”  

Alan McCarthy (aka Sherlock Holmes) 
----------------------------------------------------- 

THE 2019 CROCKETT SHIELD MISSION CONTINUES 
Do you realise that, as I write, it is only 189 days 
before our SACUSA colleagues gather here in 
Melbourne to “try their luck” at regaining the coveted 
“Crockett Shield. Trust me, they will be well 
prepared so it is of utmost importance that we begin 
our own enthusiastic preparations, if our keen 
photographer, Damian Heft, will have another 
opportunity to capture a memorable photograph 
such as the one included here. 

These preparations begin on Sunday, 4th November, with a Social Cricket Match against the 
Australian Cricket Society (ACS) to be played at Caulfield Park (a Sub-District ground) commencing 
at 12:30 pm. For any of the new panel members aspiring to enter the “Crockett Shield History Book” 
for the first time, it is essential that you participate in the preparation matches to improve your 
chances of selection in the final team to challenge the “Crow Eaters” during Easter, 2019. Should 
you wish to play in this Social Cricket Match, please contact either Tony Ventura (0409  024 104 or 
tony.ventura@hydrochem.com.au) or John Richards (0417 567 781 or john.richards@hotmail.com). 

 
Another VCAUSA victory – Easter in Adelaide, 2017 

mailto:tony.ventura@hydrochem.com.au
mailto:john.richards@hotmail.com
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VCAUSA CALENDAR 
The ongoing VCAUSA calendar for 2018-19, as far as is known at this stage is as follows: 

Date Activity Notes 
Tuesday, 16 October, 
2018, 7:00 pm 

CV T&D CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda 

Sunday, 4 November, 2018 Social Cricket Match, 
VCAUSA vs ACS 

Caulfield Park, Sub-District 
Ground, arrive 12:00 for 12:30 
pm start 

Tuesday, 6 November, 
2018 

CUP Day BBQ, 12:00 noon 
– “stumps” 

Carlton Cricket Club, Royal 
Parade, Carlton 

Thursday, 22 November, 
2018, 7:00 pm 

CV T&D CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda 

Tuesday, 4 December, 
2018, 7:30 pm 

CoM Meeting Finlayson Home, 17 Cam St., 
Burwood East 

Sunday, 9 December, 
2018, 11:00 am – “stumps” 

VCAUSA Members & 
Families Christmas BBQ 

Yarra Bank BBQ area, BYO food 
and drinks 

Thursday, 13 December, 
2018, 7:00 pm 

CV T&D CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda 

Wednesday, 16 January, 
2019, 6:30 pm 

Restaurant Night Bon Ap, Restaurant, 193 
Brunswick St., Fitzroy 

Tuesday, 22 January, 
2019, 7:30 pm  

CoM Meeting  Venue to be confirmed 

Thursday, 24 January, 
2019, 7:00 pm 

VCAUSA BBQ at 6:00 pm 
& CV T&D at 7:00 pm 

CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda  

Tuesday, 19 February, 
2019, 7:00 pm 

CV T&D CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda 

Tuesday, 5 March, 2019, 
7:00 pm 

CV T&D (Finals Umpires 
only) 

CV CitiPower Centre, St Kilda 

Tuesday, 12 March, 2019, 
7:30 pm 

CoM Meeting Venue to be confirmed 

Monday, 11 March, 2019 
(Labour Day) 

Social Cricket Match VCAUSA vs Mount Waverley 
Vets 

19 – 22 April, 2019 Easter Exchange with 
SACUSA, Melbourne 

Includes Crockett Shield Match 
(Saturday) and Butler Trophy 
(Sunday) 

Friday, 17 May, 2019 VCAUSA Annual Dinner & 
Presentation Night 

Venuto Club, Bulleen 

 


